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President’s Corner

Don’t Forget

DXCC CARD CHECKING

At the last meeting on December 3rd, Carl
Luetzelschwab K9LA presented a program on
antennas. I believe all members took something
valued away with them to try on their antenna
systems. You can find his Beverage Antennas and
Bogs program here.

Doctor Richard Lochner, K9CIV has been
appointed an Official ARRL DXCC Card
Checker. Contact Rich to schedule an
appointment for card checking.

Another year has passed and our elections were
held at that meeting. I was reelected for
President and Rich, K9CIV as Vice-President.
We want to thank those that voted for us.

You may email him at k9civ@arrl.net for
details on how to mail your cards to him, if
you desire to go that route.

I hope that all of you had a nice Christmas and
that Santa brought you some great ham radio
presents.
I want to wish each of you a very Happy New
Year.

73
John W3ML
Good DXing!
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The Road to Working Them All
Part 2
Brian Alsop-K3KO
Pileup Technique
If the DX station is working split (95% of the time), find out. DON’T TRANSMIT ON THEIR FREQUENCY. It’s all about
when and where to call. IF THEY ARE NOT CALLING YOU, SHUT -UP. Successful technique is a learned skill. It takes
practice, patience and determination. Not all pileups can be cracked at all times. How long to crack a pileup? Minutes to hours to
days to never.

Propagation
It pays to know what band and times that a path is open to the intended DX.especially DXpeditions It used to be an acquired art.
No longer. There is an Internet program called VOACAP that can generate this information between any two places in the planet.
The link is: http://www.voacap.com/prediction.html
Two sample plots of output is shown one is for Spratley Island,. The other is for ZL7. The Maximum Usable Frequency curve is
shown along with the “Circuit Reliability” for the path. Ham stations can generally work station at frequencies at least a couple
MHz above the MUF. The plots also show X’s. The X’s are where and when the station was actually worked. The correlation is
quite good.

Hearing the station
You can’t work them if you can’t hear them. It turns out that especially on 160 – 40M, special receive antenna can immensely
improve one’s ability to receive. Antennas such as Beverages, EWE’s, pennants, flags are close to the ground antennas that
produce better signal/noise ratios. The signals may be down 10-30 dB but you can actually hear the stations because of the
improved S/N ratio. Most receivers have enough reserve gain on these frequencies to make up for the signal loss. If not, outboard
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preamps can be employed. You r receiver must have either a provision for RX antenna input. Otherwise some external switching
is required. Beverages for 160M are 500 to 1500' long! EWE’s, flags and pennants are more reasonably sized. There is an odd
receive antenna called a BOG. It is a “low” Beverage that lies on the ground. Sometimes it works. It’s worth a try before
installing something more work.

Non - CW modes
You might have noticed that much of the above discussion is CW centric. There are reasons for that. Miles/watt is one. Modes
such as SSB and RTTY seem to have degenerated to shouting matches where might makes right, IMHO. One still can use
panadapters and DX Clusters. Good technique just doesn’t help as much. Obtaining my Honor Roll plaques on SSB and RTTY
would not have been possible, in my opinion, without legal limit power and decent antennas. Assuming it is a game of dB’s, what
can one do to get them. The next sections discuss dB’s

dB’s
A decibel dB is a logarithmic ratio of powers or voltage. This formula defines a dB for power ratios: dB = 10 * log10(P1/P2) The
log function is the base 10 function. Remember high school algebra?
Some examples;
3 dB is a P1/P2 ratio of 2
6 dB is a P1/P2 ratio of 4
10 dB is a P1/P2 ratio of 10
20 dB is P1/P2 ratio of 100
30 dB is a P1/P2 ratio of 1000
1 dB is the minimum perceptible change in signal strength detectable by humans. Contesters and ardent Dxers would kill for a few
extra dB.

Ways to get more dB’s transmit side
Raise power-The typical 100-watt station can gain 12 dB by going to 1500 Watts. Going to 500 Watts picks up 7 dB. You don’t
have to climb to get this. Easier to fix when fails.
Antenna-Going from a dipole to a typical tribander gains about 4 dB. Doubling gain requires doubling the number of elements.
Going from a 2 element to 3-element beam gains almost nothing. Don’t put up antenna(s) than you can’t fix or quickly get
fixed. A broken antenna or one on the ground doesn’t work much DX. Crews and cranes are fine if you can afford them.
However, scheduling them gets to be a problem. How many tribanders have you seen in disrepair on top of their tower?

I want another one of these. (4-element 4-band quad mounted on a Hazer on a 70-foot tower).
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Reduce feedline loss-Feedline loss increases with frequency and length.
For example:

RG58 coax has a 2.4 dB loss/100' on 15M
LMR-400 has a loss of 0.6 dB loss/100' on 15M

Evaluate the losses of all feedlines. A rule of thumb is to try and keep < 1 dB. Spend money on good coax. You wouldn’t water
your lawn with a leaky hose.
Tuners - Non resonant antennas used with tuners can introduce significant loss. Some commercial tuners can exhibit 6 dB of loss
when the load impedance is low. There is another gotcha with using an in-shack tuner. The SWR on the coax introduces
additional loss. Using a 20M vertical on 40M would produce a feedpoint SWR of 4:1. If 100’ of RG8X is used, the coax loss is 1
dB. There is an extra 1.2 dB loss due to SWR If the tuner adds 6 db, the net loss is 8.2 dB. 85% of the power is lost. People
trying to use really short antennas on 80 or 160M will see much more. Furthermore not all tuners are created equal. L network
tuners (a single coil and capacitor) have only one setting which will match the antenna. Generally these tuners can be low loss.
The T-type tuners have multiple match solutions. Some are very high loss. You have no way of knowing whether you have a low
loss or high loss match.
Eliminate tuners when possible or evaluate the losses. Alternatively use a remote tuner at the antenna base.
Antenna height - For horizontal antennas generally the higher the better. It is possible to pickup 10 dB “gain” by going from a
low antenna to one at a more optimum height. Determining optimum height is complex involving frequency and the path length of
interest. EZNEC and other antenna modeling programs allow one to model antenna height effects.
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QTH - Most of us can’t move. If you can, hilltops are better than valleys. Having a vertical antenna within 1/4 wavelength of salt
water outperforms most horizontal antennas. If you do move, don’t do what I did: Move from 4 acres of tall trees, three towers and
four 500' beverages (property bordered on two sides by 1000 acres of Federal land) to a 0.16 acre lot. You’ll join the 20 dB down
club.

In-line connectors, switch boxes, lightning connectors -Losses are additive. Generally low at HF. At VHF and above these can
become important losses.
Vertical antenna ground losses - The other half of a vertical antenna is the lossy ground. Using a single ground rod for the
ground side guarantees it will perform 15 dB or more below a dipole. Unless you have salt water ground, radials of some form are
required.
There are all sorts of rules of thumb and misinformation on how many/how long is needed. Keeping ground loss <3 dB
(especially for short verticals) is difficult. One generally needs 4 or more elevated radials and > 16 buried radials. Much of the
low radiation angle benefit verticals claim is lost with unsatisfactory ground side radials.
Be Retired-Many dB can effectively be gained by being retired. This comes about because many of the big gun operators are at
work. Pileups are smaller. Your chance of succeeding improves. You also have more time to find and work the stations of
interest. Being retired almost guarantees that you will be up a couple times at night to check on the bands.
Get more dB’s on receive
RFI from most electronic devices can drown out the signals you want to receive. Turn off circuit breakers one at a time to identify
circuits in your house having noise sources. Identify individual sources on the identified circuits. Sometimes ferrites on appliance
leads can help. Use Mix 31 ferrites for HF. The benefit increases as the square of the number of turns on the ferrite.

Switching power supplies, including the ubiquitous “wall wart” can be big RFI generators. Try and find non-switching supply
replacements. A dishwasher I had also required a commercial AC line filter in addition to ferrites. Any appliance with a variable
speed DC motor these days is a potential source of RFI. External sources are more difficult to resolve. Sometimes power
companies can help. Finding and curing external sources is a large complicated topic that won’t be discussed here further.
Some receivers have insufficient gain at higher frequencies (would you believe the ELECRAFT K3 on 12,10 & 6M?). Adding a
preamp at the receiver terminals can often help.

Other digital modes
Lots of guys these days are working DX on PSK and JT65/JT9. I’ve played with both. Handling pileups would be impossible.
Both modes get a good miles/watt ratio. Cluster spots are impossible to find. JT65 is a minimum 5-minute/QSO mode. It does
succeed in pulling out DX buried by 6 or more dB. Some guys are resorting to 1.5 kW JT65 on 160M to work a few new ones.
Like other modes, there is a power escalation war going on. These modes were generally meant to allow communications at tens
of watts. With increased competition, more and more stations are increasing power. Unlike other narrow bandwidth modes,
current users keep their receiver bandwidths at 2.5 kHz or more. These strong stations capture their AGC and the weak stations
they were trying to work disappear. They apparently don’t know about tuning for stations and narrow filters yet.

6M Dxing
In a word, “frustrating”. The “magic band” is misnamed. One K1 station called it ‘sick’ meters. Use of a DX cluster is
absolutely necessary. There also is a web chat page where active stations congregate and skeds made when the band is open. Be
prepared to listen to a lot of noise and few signals. It took me 4 years with a 6-element beam and a kW to get 6 meter DXCC.
DXCC is easy to work in a contest weekend on HF. FL hams are in a better geographic location to work into EU and SA than I
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was in NC. In the rare openings to JA, FL and TX stations were working tens of stations. In NC, I was only able to work one,
ever. If you don’t work CW, good luck. JT65 and PSK are becoming more common on 6M.
If you are in Europe, it is a different story. 100 countries are effectively within one E-skip distance. This is why EU stations are
at the top of the ARRL DXCC Challenge Award. They can work far more 6 M countries than any NA station ever can without
resorting to moonbounce.

Getting the QSL
Join LOTW!
When using US QSL managers, use stamped self - addressed return envelopes. Kick in an extra buck or two to defray costs.
Foreign DX QSL managers. The US no longer sells IRC’s. One generally has to send US $$. This process is theft prone. Some
QSL managers demand excessive $$. Enclose a self-addressed envelope. It’s a crapshoot.
Electronic payments to QSL manager via Paypal/credit card. Dxpeditions are using this more and more.

What Next?
Having joined the “20 dB Down” group, you would think that DXing would be out. Not so. The DX bug is too strong. Since
moving down to FL last December we’ve managed to put together a station that works 80-6M and all modes. It consists of a
single 100W K3 transceiver and a combo of indoor and low stealth outdoor antennas.
To date, we’ve managed to work over 200 countries. Yes it’s like pulling teeth. If there is interest, the process of picking up and
moving, and station building can be described in another contribution to the newsletter. - Brian, K3KO
This concludes Part 2 and the last of the series. Part 1 of the series “The Road to Working Them All” was published last month (December
2016)— Editor
This article was originally published in the North Florida DX Association’s newsletter “Pileup”. We thank the author-K3KO and the
newsletter’s editor Warren Croke, NW4C for their gracious permission to use the article.
The author, Brian Alsop-K3KO, is an Extra Class licensee having DXCC totals of 351-mixed, 343-phone and 346-cw. He resides in
Jacksonville, Florida.

____________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Some Links to look at.
http://qrznow.com/emergency-antenna-pla1-system-e-aps-wc2fd/
short video on light pole mount

ham radio on iss - Google Search
ham radio on iss - Google Search

http://www.ky4z.com/
Tom French died this year and his web site disappeared. He had an extensive list of McElroy key serial numbers that had been
accounted for in possession of various hams and museums. Fortunately the list has been preserved and is now being maintained
by a new custodian.
Unfortunately, the mountains of historical data also on the web site may be lost.
73,
Tom
W8FIB

HF Digital Decoding - The RadioReference Wiki
Tom W8FIB
________________________________________________________________________________________________________

The Mail Goes Through
By Steve Mollman – KD9HL
The postal system of the world is often cursed and bemoaned by DX hams everywhere. We work a new entity, send a card
with some “green stamps” along with a SAE and the letter disappears into a great black hole. Where do these cards go?
One rumor has them being collected and stored at an abandoned third world air force base where they reside along with
the socks that have gone missing from your laundry. Never to be answered, thousands upon thousands of QSL cards lay
rotting in a warehouse with a leaky roof. That is probably not true. More likely the mail is opened and the “green stamps”
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removed. Postal clerk petty theft. Petty theft that is probably quite lucrative when the DX works hundreds of stations.
Whatever- the mail service can be frustrating.
Occasionally a happy experience occurs that restores some of our faith in the mail system (at least the US Postal Service).
A few weeks ago I received a card from a Russian station. I was looking forward to getting this card as it would be the
next to the last confirmation needed in my quest for DXCC on 80 meters and the seven-band DXCC award. (The last card
needed, T31-Central Kiribati is in the pipeline).
Somewhere, in the 4576-mile journey from St. Petersburg, Russia to my mailbox, the address on the envelope became
obliterated. Very little was decipherable. Amazingly, the card was delivered (unopened) within six days of being mailed!
Kudos to the US Post Office!

Neither snow nor rain nor heat nor gloom of night stays these couriers from the swift completion of
their appointed rounds.

______________________________________________________________

QSL Card of the Month
A collection of the old, the new, the rare, the exotic or just interesting QSL Cards

Kaliningrad - UA2 or RA2
Club Log 2016: Most Wanted World Rank: #251
Most Wanted North America Rank: #209
CQ zone: 15 ITU Zone: 29
Continent: EU
Location: 54°N 20°E
Beam Headings from Northwestern Indiana: 37°/217°
4536 mi / 20323 mi
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Physically separated from the parent country, the Russian exclave of Kaliningrad is on the Baltic Sea and is between Poland to the
south and Lithuania to the north and east. It is impossible to travel between the exclave and the rest of Russia over land without
crossing the territory of at least one other country.

Originally an old Prussian settlement, in 1255, during the Northern Crusades, a fortress was built on the site by the Teutonic
Knights and was named Königsberg (König = "king") in honor of King Ottokar II of Bohemia. The town eventually became part
of of Prussia and Germany. Through immigration and development over the following seven centuries, the area became
predominantly German, though having Polish and Lithuanian minorities. During World War II, British bombing heavily damaged
the city and then the Russian Army flattened it. It was occupied by Russia in 1945 and what remained of the German population
fled or was later removed by force. The exclave was repopulated with Soviet citizens. The Russian language replaced the German
language. It was renamed Kaliningrad in 1946 in honor of Soviet luminary Mikhail Kalinin one of the original Bolsheviks.
Kaliningrad was one of the most militarized and closed parts of the Soviet Union, and the military were the region's chief
economic mainstay in the Soviet years. When the USSR ceased to be, that military presence declined along with the economic
benefits it provided.
Kaliningrad is still of great strategic importance to Moscow. It houses the Russian Baltic Fleet at the port of Baltiysk and is the
country's only ice-free European port. With the recent increase in Russian belligerence, there has been a steady buildup of the
military in Kaliningrad. In past year, new anti-ship missile systems, S-400 air defenses, the nuclear capable Iskander missiles and
Sukhoi Su-30SM 'Flanker' combat aircraft have been deployed to the area.
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Kaliningrad has been designated a Special Economic Zone by Russia. Manufacturers based there get tax and customs duty breaks
on the goods they send to other parts of Russia. That policy has made the region a manufacturing hub. One in three televisions in
Russia are made in Kaliningrad and it is home to Cadillac, Chevrolet and BMW licensed car plants (all produced by Avtotor).
Currently, Kaliningrad's major industries are manufacturing, shipping, fishing and amber products.
The above QSL card dates from 1983 and is printed on the typical cheap card stock of the Soviet era. .
- 73’s and Good DX -

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Handy Hint
How to Splice Wires to NASA Standards
Developed during the heyday of the telegraph, the Lineman’s splice is designed for connections that will be under tension. It is
commonly claimed that, properly made, a Lineman’s splice is stronger than the wires of which it is composed. In any case, it is a
time-proven method, and, coolest of all, one of NASA’s “Required Workmanship Standards” for splicing wires.
To wit, in a NASA-approved Lineman’s splice:
1. The conductors shall be pre-tinned.
2. There shall be at least 3 turns around each conductor and the wraps shall be tight with no gaps between adjacent turns.
3. The wraps shall not overlap and the ends of the wrap shall be trimmed flush prior to soldering to prevent protruding ends.
4. Conductors shall not overlap the insulation of the other wire. Though the Lineman’s splice was originally used without solder,
today soldering is common.
NASA insists on it:
1. Solder shall wet all elements of the connection.
2. The solder shall fillet between connection elements over the complete periphery of the connection.
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Be sure to cover the splice with a good insulator such as heat-shrinkable tubing. If doing multiple splices on a cable, stagger the
splices to minimize buildup of the wire bundle diameter
The NASA publication responsible for this Handy Hint is available on-line. It has 114 pages of helpful information on different
methods of splicing wires.
https://www.hq.nasa.gov/office/codeq/doctree/87394.pdf
This Helpful Hint was abstracted from The Lake County ARC newsletter “Short Skip” – December 2016 issue.
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WORKING DX IN THE DOLDRUMS
(Part 1 of 3)

BY
Jerry Hess, W9KTP
Over the next few years, DXing is going to get a lot tougher as the sunspot cycle takes a nose dive.
There’s not much we can do about the sunspots, but perhaps there is merit in improving our antennas and
our stations.
I would like to say up front, that I am not an expert in any of the following discussions, merely an
experienced ham looking to put together an informative article. I tried to remove any personal bias by
footnoting the source of my information. I’ve also limited my discussion generally to 80 and 40 meters since
160 meters requires special treatment.
1. Pending Propagation
Recent pronouncements by experts is that over the next few years, 80 and 40 meters will
become the prime DX bands and 20 meters will have openings but above that will yield very little.
To begin, recall that the F2 layer in the ionosphere is what makes DX possible for most of our High
Frequency (HF) operations. This is because the F2 layer is ionized electrons that reflect or refract
our transmissions (1a). Furthermore it is never absent as some layers are.
The various layers of the ionosphere are shown in Figure 1. The side bar on the graph
indicates that the electron density varies from a low of 2 x 10**11 to a high of 1 x 10**12 electrons
per cubic meter. The variation is the direct result of sunspot activity. More importantly, I found two
equations on Wikipedia that relate this
number to two factors really
important to hams, Maximum Usable
Frequency (MUF) and Elevation Angle
(1b). First we need to calculate the
Critical Frequency which is a measure
of the highest frequency that can be
returned to earth from a pulse signal
straight up from any location.
Fcritical (Mhz) = 9 x SQRT(N) / 10**6
Where N is the electron density/cubic meter
Next is the MUF calculation.
MUF = Fcritical/Sin(Alpha)
Where Alpha is the elevation angle of the signal
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Let’s try a simple example. Assume that we will only see a minimum concentration of ions of
2x10**11 electrons/cubic meter. Working through the most likely elevation angles we get the
results as shown in Table 1. Obviously the experts are right, the frequencies above 12 MHz are
going to be dead. This is important stuff! For that matter, look at that elevation angle. We’ve got to
get our signals LOW if we want to operate in the doldrums.
ELEVATION
ANGLE
Degrees
10
20
30
Table 1

MUF
MHz
23
12
8.04

Keep in mind that things are more complicated than this. There are day/night variations and
changes around the globe. Furthermore, layers in the ionosphere are not like pages in a book, they
have zillions of bumps and valleys. The only way we can get to these low angles is with our
antennas.
Next month, an evaluation of popular antennas and how well they perform for DX.

REFERENCES
1. Ionosphere
a) ARRL Antenna Compendium Volume 6, pg. 89
b) Wikipedia : https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ionosphere
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Wish everybody followed it.
Make your own QSL Cards - http://www.radioqth.net/qslcards

I want to thank those that have been sending in articles for the newsletter. All items are
appreciated.
Don’t forget to send in any information you would like to share with the Club members.
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Until Next Time,
73

John
W3ML
http://nwidxclub.weebly.com/
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